Absfract-This paper presents an algorithm for resource allocation in satellite networks'. If deals with planning a timdfrequency plan for a set of terminals with a known geometric configuration under interference constraints, Our ohjective is to masimize the system throughput while guaranteeing that the different types of demands are satisfied, each type using a different amount of bandwidth. The proposed algorithm relies on two main techniques. The first generates admissible configurations for the interference constraints, whereas the second uses linear and integer programming with column generation. The nbtained solution estimates a possible allocation plan with optimality guarantees, and highlights the frequency interferences which degrade the construction of good solutions.
I. INTRODUCTIOX
We consider a multi-spot geostationary satellite system for which a manager assigns satellite uplink MFTDMA (MultiFrequency Time-Division Multiple Access) slots to service providers (operators). The service providers themselves operate a park of terminals distributed on the satellite area of cover.
Concerning the radio channel. the satellite divides the time and frequency spectrum into time slots. Geographically, the terminals are distributed on zones, themselves being included in spots. which correspond to equipments of reception (beams) of the satellite. Radio interferences impose constraints on the slots that can simultaneously be assigned in different spots that have the same frequency. A slot cannot be assigned simultaneously to more than one zone in a spot. Spots are given colors (bands of frequencies) and spots of different colors do not interfere, but spots of the same calor do, and a slot can be assigned to an operator in a given ,zone only if the interference it experiences with the other active zones is below a given threshold, Slot assignment is static but can be changed once per hour (due to changes in demands, on the one hand, and to changes in atmospheric conditions, on the other hand). Every hour, the demand of the service providers is re-evaluated and a new allocation could be generated. Due to real-time constraints, solutions are needed within a few minutes.
Our goal is to maximize the throughput of the system. The approach adopted to achieve this goal can be formulated as a fractional coloring problem [13. Casting the problem into ' This work is part of rzsearch convention A 56918 between IXRIA and ALCATEL SPACE INDUSTRIES [contract number 1 02 E 0306 00 41620 01 2).
coloring of graphs shows that it is NP-complete to maximize the throughput [Z, GTZO] . Instead, we propose to solve the problem using a linear and integer programming approach with coIumn generation.
This work is clearly motivated by the cost of the design of satellite antennas [3]. The cost of an antenna is a strong function of its size, roughly speaking. proportional to the diameter cubed. Larger antennas generate small interferences and have better gain, but increase tremendously the cost of the satellite. One of the goals of this approach is to tune precisely the assignment problem given its profile in terms of interference and gain. We will see that in return, our program can derive which interferences are responsible for (sometimes substantial) Ioss of capacity for a given demand.
In our experiments to evaluate the proposed approach, we will be using two series of data corresponding to 8 and 32 spots per color respectively. We assumed that there are three zones per spot. and four types of carriers'. Our work is focused on one of the colors ofthe bandwidth (recall that spots of different colors do not interfere with each other). so that the complete processing phase should use the same program for each color (if necessary in a parallel way). In our experiments, the total number of time slots that can be assigned is set to 3456.
We propose in this paper a linear and integer programming approach that allows to solve the problem almost optimally. For the 8-spot case. the problem is solved in a minute or so, with a guaranree of consuming at most 1% more bandwidth than the absolute optimum. The dual/primal approach is exploited in a masterhlave fashion, where the master program is a heuristic that finds non-interfering zones that are directly translated inlo valid columns for the primal problem handled by the slave program. This approach can output the interfering configurations that limit the optimization up to a certain threshold. This information is extremely important for the design of antennas since it explains the characteristics of the antennas that lzad to performance limitation. In other words, our approach identifies thc interfering configurations that are crucial to the optimization. and this information has to be taken into account when The total satellite bandwidth is subdivided id several equally-large bandwidths. Each one of these will be assigned a color. Every spot is assigned a unique fixed color, implying that all terminals of a spot can transmit within the bandwidth cnrresponding to the spot's color. Every color may be assigned to several spots. This is the concept of spatial reuse (see for instance [6J). Observe that terminals in different spots of the same color will interfere wirh each olher when using the same frequency band within the spots total bandwidth. Multiple terminals will not De allowed to transmit if the global interference generated is too high, as it will impair the correct reception of the data by the satellite. Color assignment is given as an entry of our problem. Examples of color assignment can be seen in Fig l(a) , resp. Fig. l(b) , when 3 colors, resp. 4 colors, are used.
Since colors do not overlap in bandwidth. they are compleiely independent from each other. Hence, resource allocation can be done for each color separately. The original problem has simply to be split in the number of colors used: and each resulting problem can be solved independently from the others. Hereafter, we will consider only the problem of resource allocation within the same color. Withoul loss of generality. we will consider a spatial reuse of 4 colors. Let N denote the numbers of spots having the same color. and R denote the color bandwidth. We are particularly interested in the case where N 5 32. Fig. 2 This allocation criterion will condition any irequency reuse between spots of the same color.
B. Inierfprence level
To take into account the real conditions of the radio propagation, it is necessary to account for the position of the terminals within a given spot. The spot is usually large enough to have different channel conditions in different geographical regions. We will therefore divide a spot in a number of zones (typically 2 or 3). assuming that each zone exhibits the same propagation conditions in all its area. The radio propagation experienced by a terminal is thus completely characterized by the zone where the terminal is.
If a terminal is transmitting at time t , using carrier f, we will say that its zone/spot is active in (t, f). Whenever a zone is active, its transmission will generate interferences over all other spots using the same currier at the same time. Note that this interference will be the same over any zone of a given active spot. The importance of the interference is directly affected by the size of the antennas' sidelobes. Fig. 3 (a) illustrates well how a transmission can interfere over others. It is clear from Fig. 3(a) where Spot(z) denotes the spot in which zone z is located.
C. Inteqerencc irrodel in nnrncn-ical resdts
The power of the interfering signal used in (1) depends on the size of the antenna. Small sidelobes lead to weak interferences. Unfortunately. we do not have data on the power distribution of the interfering signal over all geographical areas, we will therefore assume the following: neighboring spots are the ones generating the highest interference over each other: remote spots still interfere one on each other but not as significantly. In the results of Section V, the values in decibels of the gain G ( z ) (resp. interference I ( s ! r)l art' taken randomly in the interval [40! 411 (resp. [ll: 151) decibels. Thus, we use these different quantities:
where y is a given weight. Equation ( I ) is replaced wih
The interferences generated by remote spots are reduced by a factor 1 -y. Observe that taking 7 = 0 is equivalent to considering that all interferences are equally important (Eqs.
( 1 ) and (4) will be exactly the same), while having y = 1 nullifies the effect of transmissions in non-neighboring spots over the zone at hand. which zones are allowed to transmit in a given time slot and using a given carrier?
Consider the example illustrated in Fig. 3 only one zone in a given spot can be active at a given time).
Hence, there are 33 = 27 possibilities in our simple example.
Considering any zone from the example. this zone can bt active (on) only if its carrier-to-interference ratio is above a certain value. This ratio will naturally depend on whether the other spots are active or not (on or off). For every zone considered, there are 9 possibke situations. as reported in Table III Observe that the 3-spot combinauons transmit more data.
at the same time. than the 2-spot combinations which are less efficient. ;?one 1.1 on spot 1 ofl number of time slots necessary to fulfill the demand is 200, since onIy one zone per spot can be active at any time. For the first 100 time slots, the combination in Fig. 4 (a) can be used to satisfy the demand of zones 0.0, 1.1 and 2.0, and for the second 100 time slots, the combination in Fig. 4rc ) can be used to satisfy the demand of zones 0.1, 1.0 and 2.1, which solves the problem.
117)
Case of a more co~r~pkx demarul: Consider here a demand slightly more complex than in the previous case. as can be seen in Table IV Looking at Fig. 4 . we can see that combinations (b) and (c) differ only on spot 0. It is therefore possible to merge these combinations into one. composed of an!' zone of spot 0 and zones 1.0 and 2.1. Hereafter. we will use the term '-family" to refer to such cnmhination of zonedspots. Observe that i t is possible to use a given family when allocating slots, even though not all zones within this family need to be active. This observation will add flexibility to the solution. Using the same amounl of time slots as before. char is 250. the allocation to satisfy the demand of Table IV could now be salisfied as expressed in Table V . In this solution. zone 0.0 will be assigned 50 extra time slots.
Iv. SOLVING THE GENERAL CASE
As seen in the previous section, to solve the allocation problem in the simple case where there is oflly one type of terminals, we have first computed the carrier-to-interference ratio for all zones which Iet us identify the valid combinations, or families, of zones that are allowed to transmit simultaneously. Second. we have allocated a certain number of time slots €or some families in order to satisfy the demand of all zones. To solve the allocation problem in general [arbitrary number of zoneslspots, arbitrary demand and multiple types of terminals)
we will have to (2) generate families of spotslzones that are valid (see Section IV-A), ( i i ) identify the amount of time slots of each type to allocate to which families in order to satisfy the demand (see Sections IV-C-IV-H)? and ( i i i ) allocate the required number of time slots by placing the carriers in the radio channel and the time slots in the corresponding time frames (see Section IV-8). Section IV-I presents a wrap-up of our approach.
A. Solving in f etferen ce problem Our approach is mainly based on the following key observation: for any time t and any frequency f ? there exists at least one family of zones that can be simultaneously active. Let 2 denote one such family. we therefore have: Naturally, there could be in family 2 no more than one (active) zone per spot. This concept of concurrent transmissions is somehow similar to graph coloring [7], where families of independent edges are used to solve the problem.
In practice, there is a very large number of families checking this criterion. It is possible to have families that differ only by one spot, according to which zone in the spot is active (,sec the example in Section 111). As already said, such families can be merged in a single family. To solve the interference problem, we will generate a certain number of families. that will be used later on in the time slot allocation procedure. It is crucial to generate in the first place the most efficient families, or in other words. the families having the highest possible number of zones that can be active in ( t , f ) . while presenting the highest flexibility.
I ) Generaling gemric families: The threshold of interference U is given as an input. If a is very weak (for instance lOdB, which is not very realistic), all spots can be active in ( t , f ) . As increases, less spots can be active simultaneously using the same tiequency. The difficulty here is to have the maximum number of active spotslzones for a given o.
Recall the allocation criterion given i n (4). It makes the distinction whether the interfering terminal is in a neighboring spot or not. Terminals in the vicinity are considered lo inrerfere more than remote terminals. It then comes out that inactive spot should be geographically distributed for increased efficiency. We consider situations where only a restricted set of spots are inactive, We call a configuration 6/7 (resp. 5/7, 417) when at most 6 (resp. 5, 4) spots over a vicinity of 7 are active. We illustrate in Fig. 5 such possible configurations.
We translate the illustrated patterns (that have maximality properties on the infinite grid) to obtain a limited but efficient series of families. 7: all zones check (4); either one could transmit; Instead of generating families of zones, we will generate families of spots and assign to each spot the convenient status given the allocation threshold 0. Allocating time slots to a 3-zone spot with status 7 would actually be done by allocating the time slots to either one of its 3 zones. which increases freedom and improves the efficiency of our approach.
3 ) Sinrplifiing the coniyrifalion of the ullocatian eriferion: At h e beginning of Section IV-A. we have defined a family of zones Z satisfying (5). In this section, we will derive a similar equation for families of spots. Instead of checking the allocation criterion (4) for every zone, we will have to check it for every spot. To be able to check if a spot could be active and decide which status it could have, we assign to every spot a gain and an interference over other spots.
The gain of a spot is defined as the minimum value of the gains of its zones which are active (information available from the status of the spot). Let G(s) denote the spot gain, we can
The interference generated over spot s by spot s' is defined as the maximum value of the interfcrcnces generated by all zones of spot s' that could potentially be active. It will be denoted
Recall the sums fl(z) and I ? ( z ) introduced in (2)-(3). They represent the overall, interference generated by active zones in neighboring spots and in all spots, respectively. Let Il(s) and I?( s) be their equivalent at the spot level:
Similarly EO what we did at the zone level. the total level of interference generated over a spot s will be computed as:
Thus, a spot is said to be valid if it checks the following 
I ( s ) cIT.
The advantage of using (61 rarher than using (4) will be clear from the following example. Consider a spot whose status is 7. This means that it has 3 zones that could all be active (of course. not together). To check this hypothesis, one would have to check ii each zone satjsfies the c n m o n (4). It is definitcIy more advantageous to use instead the criterion (6) as the computation time would be greatly reduced. Note that (6) implies (4). For any active zone z in spot s: Proo$ Note h a t G is transitive. For each 5 and y such as x 2 1 and y 2 1, we have 2 -1 + y -
if ( t i , t j ) E E and ( t j , t k ) f E , then ( t . i , t t ) E E and .7qi+) 2 q i j ) + yj,/<). Which implies
Thereafter. we show that a path in this graph corresponds to losses due to the geometrical structure of the problem. Any change ill type during the placement process will incur a waste in space in the time-frequency space. Changing from type ti to type t g Cj > i ) will cause at SI an unused space equal to w(j:jl. To minimize the space that could be lost, Ihe best thing to do is to place the types monotonicdly. We have opted to fill the time-frequency space from left to right and top to bottom using the ascending order of types, The maximum number of unused time slots with this policy is given by the weight dong a path in G that goes from t l to t,. We know from Lemma 4.1 that this maximum is less than w(1.7). Proof: We convey the reader to the book chapter t41 for the proof.
Therefore. let 6 = w ( l~T ) .
Observe that for the dam in Table I , this constraint allows to solve the problem of the placement by sacrificing less than ~(~,~) / 3 4 5 6 = 0.897% of h e bandwidth. It might be possible to do even better than that by adopting a lower value of 6, assuming that the arrangement will still be feasible. In practice, one can carry out the placement according to many other policies. which may lead IO a waste smaller than ~( 1 ,~) . types of terminals, as seen in Fig. 6 . The rectangles drawn in dotted lines are "lost spaces" whereas the rectangles in continuous features are time slots of different types placed on the time-frequency space. The selected example being very small (demand of few time slots of the same type) and the configuration being voluntarily bad, the lost space is here very significant (S time slots out of 33 are unused). The placement represented is based on an algorithm which fills the space from left to right and "jumps'' to the order of multiplicity when there is a change in the type. The orders of multiplicity in this example are 8 between types 1 and 2, and 2 between types 2 and 3. is 2-typified with type t l , 2 . These families have a specific order of multiplicity. I f t k is the type in the family having the larger bandwidth and t l ; t that with the narrower bandbwidth, then the order of multiplicity of the family is = # E lN* -{I).
b'

D. Lineor-program
In this section, we define the linear program used to compute a solution, based on the typified families described earlier.
Without lass of generality, we consider the. case where each spot has three zones. We model the constraints for satisfying demands with Eqs. (8)-(10) . Equation (7) provides the timefrequency space constraint of Result 4.1.
The variables of h e linear program, denoted P, are the X F~, which represent the number of times that the typified families are used. They must be inreger variables. Let Z be the current set of typified families used to solve P. Recall that d (~, t k ) is the demand for type t.k, as defined in Section II-D. Let there is a maximum integer flow from the source to the sink, which is equal to the cardinality of a minimal cut. However. there are 8 cuts of finite size (or 3nbZones(s) A column corresponds to one valid typified family. The optimal float solution is obtained when 1 is the set of all valid typified families, a set thal is too large to be used in practice. Actually. the process initializes Z as the set of homogeneously typified families.
F e ( z )
However. given a restricted I, dual properties allow to identify new columns io be added to Z to improve the solution.
We show in the following that dual properties characterize non-typified families. which greatly simplifies the problem of identifying an optimal 2, our linear program. Let AB denote the matrix extracked from the corresponding system of equations. and :CB be the vector of the associated families. Let z~r denote the vector of the other families, and AA' be the corresponding matrix. In the same way. we subdivide c in cg and CAT. We can write and i l a z~
It comes then 1~g
AG1b-AG1Afi~fi-,
The equations above return a basic solution to the system with Z .~T = 0. The system is optimal if and only if 
I
The optimal solution of our program is obtained when 1 is the skt of all typified valid families. Since this set is too large to be used for a compulation. we simply start with a restricted Z which is progressively augmented to reach the optimum. If we find one or several non-typified families which show that the system is improvable. we can strictly improve the solution by introducing the corresponding typified families (.with the typos found by the above maximization) into the linear program. This property considerably reduces the number of searches to he made in order to reach the optimal solution.
In practice, as long as it is assumed that the solution is improvable, it will be possible to restrict the search by choosing a type for ail spots in a subset of { t l ) .
. . , t 7 } , reducing thereby the coefficient of multiplicity of the derived families and thus, the difficulty of the integrity constraints.
E The slave program
Given a set of non-typified valid families, the slave program assigns the types to the families and returns the exact solution of P among all possible types. At first, the families are 1-typified with all possible types. The solution returns a dual which allows to derive the improving 2-typified families according to Section W E . Then the linear program is solved again and eventually the dual will generate new 2-typified families. The process is iterated until no new 2-typified families are obtained. which means that we have reached the optimal solution given ( i ) the current set of non-typified families and
[ii) the fact that only 2-typified families are used. The same process is done until 7-typified families are considered.
G. T7ie master program
In this section, we show how we exploit the properties derived in Section IV-E to find new valid families that will eventually lead to one 1 having the optimal solution.
A spot s being either inactive, or either one of its nbZones(s) zones being active, it will have nbZones(s) + 1 possible states. Hence. for N spots, all having the same numher of zones. there will be (nbZorres(s) + l)x combinations to test. For instance, there will be 48 = 65536 combinations to test for an &spot configuration in which each spot has exactly 3 zones, which is very reasonable. However. when the number of' spots increases, it will no longer be reasonable to generate ail families, which makes it difficult to find the optimal Aoal solution.
Fortunately, for moderate numbers of spots, we will still be able to derive an optimal solution in a relatively smail time, thanks to a pruning technique described hereafter. valid families generated by this technique are added to T and used in the next iteration to solve the linear program. This methodology is depicted in Fig. 9 .
H. Integer soliifion fo P
The resolution of the slave programs enables the generation of the columns giving the best floating solution in each case.
All these columns are then introduced into a new integer linear program, and are candidates to return the hest possible inreger solution. We stress that a solution exists with a number of non-zero variables Z F~ at most equal to the number of lines Ill. Theorem 9.3. page 1451. For instance. in the case of 8 spots. we know that at most 224 floating variables will be used (896 in the 32 spots case), and therefore a simple ceiling of the variables will give a solution with all variables integer and multiple of 32 at less than 2.1% of the float solution (8.3% m the 32 spots case).
In practice, the resolution of the linear program. using the software Cplex CONCERT 8.0. returns an integer solution, which we arbitrarily fix ai 1% of the optimal solution of the float problem. Note that solving completely the problem F'-using the columns candidates. cannot he achieved in a reasonable time.
I. Algorithm wraplip
T h i s part sums up the whole behavior of our algorithm.
Each part is represented in Fig. 10 by a rectangle (resp. an oval) corresponding to a part of the process (resp. an action or a decision). We also show the interaction between the master and the slave explained in Sections IV-G and IV-F.
The algorithm starts in the leftmost rectangle. We first generate valid but non-typified families as described in Section IV-A. OUT approach. We have tested several configurations ranging between S and 32 spots. The zones demand has been generated according to examples previously provided by ALCATEL SPACE INDUSTRIES. The interferences (in dB) as well as the gains (aIso in dB) were drawn from uniform distributions, according to specifications provided by ALCATEL SPACE 1 " w r R m . The global interference was considered to be generated mostly by the spots in the vicinity. as the interference generated by remote spots was reduced by 15% (7 = 0.8.5).
Our program outputs a the-frequency plan showing the slots allocated, as i t can be seen in Fig. 1 I . The timefrequency space therein depicted shows results in the same way as in Fig. 6 . Real data, provided by ALCATEL SPACE INDUSTRIES, were used as input to our program and the results are drawn to scale. The lost space here consists of only 4 time slots.
A. Resiilts fur 8 spots
In the case where there are only 8 spots per color. our program succeeds in computing the optimal floating solution in about one minute when running on Rntium 111 machines. This case is particularly interesting as it enables a precise analysis of the effect of the allocation threshold. Fig. 12 : This figure clearly highlights the fact that the minimal surface increases abruptly around certain values of the threshold. Indeed, at some point, the threshold becomes : .too..high impairing the use of some families that will no longer be valid at the considered threshold. The "loss" of these families degrades the solution. yielding a lager minimal surface. Table VI reports which families become no longer valid at some threshold values.
As a consequence, one is a b b t o highlight the configurations of interferences which block the generation of good solutions. This result has obviously a very strong impact on the design of antennas.
B. ReJultJ for 32 spats
For a configuration with 32 spots, we recommend a nonoptimal approach using a restricted number of families. We stick to our real-time constraints that consist in obtaining a solution in a few minutes. Fig. 13(a) depicts the amount of time slots needed to satisfy the demand as a function of the number of valid families used.
for several threshold values. Observe that when the pool of Number of random families used families used is larger, the required amount of time slots to satisfy the demand gets smaller. It is therefore more efficient to use a larger pool of families. Ohserve as well that the solution is more efficient when the allocation threshold G-is smaller, regardless of the number of families used. This observation does not come as a surprise. It is obvious that smaller thresholds would allow a larger number of simultaneous transmissions.
Every family would therefore include a larger number of zones that could be active, increasing the efficiency of their use.
As written previously, a larger pool of families improves the solution as it lessens the minimal amount of time slots to be allocated. However, this enhancement comes at the cost of an increased sokving time, as it can be seen in Fig. 13(b) . This figure plots the solving time (over Pentium III machines) as a function of the pool size. for several threshold values. Observe that. for the same number of families used, the solving time increases as the threshold values increases. This is mainly due to the time taken for generating the required amount of valid families. For larger thresholds, much more time is needed to generate valid families, as the number of non-valid families gets larger. This is why the difference. between solving times for different thresholds, increases as the number of families to generate increases (see Fig. 13(b) ).
In practice, there is a trade-off between the solving time and the minimal amount of time slots to atlocate. For the same number of families used. a small solving time yields a large amount of time slots to satisfy the demand, whereas large solving times yield resource economy. It is then up to the satellite operators to decide for the optimal number of families to use. according to their priorities.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have devised a novel resource allocation aigorithm for MFTDMA satellites. We have coilsidered a more accurate model for satellite communications. first by introducing H realistic modeling of the interferences that are generated by active terminals. Second, we have considered the fact that terminals have specific transmission's capabilities, which is translated into demands of different types of communications.
In this context. our model is much more general [ban the ones found in the literature (refer to 141 for a survey).
We have first introduced the concept of non-concurrent transmissions with the use of families of spots that could transmit simultaneously at the same frequency. These famities are then used to allocate time slots to multiple ierminals increasing the el3cirncy of the algorithm. The total demand is satisfied by judiciously placing the different carriers i n the radio channel, and the time slots in the corresponding time frames'. A linear program is used to compute the number of typified families to use. A column generation process improves these families and selects the good candidales for the last integcr programming.
We have shown that with this solution, we can arrange the different carriers in the bandwidth with a less than 1% waste. 
